Me and colors
Using colours i construct a personal re education in order me to unlearn some of the
information I m exposed to. After a lot of training, I have discovered a more personal
and intimate approach to my painting.
My depiction of these historical icons are an attempt to re establish who I am not
only as an artist but as an individual too.
With this new technique, I have embraced the legacy of these geniuses and have
attempted to embolden them by using vibrants colours that best represent their
influence.
The ideal future in my eyes will be bare of prejudices, bound by the greatest mixtures
of all “as beings of all colours.”If the Utopia is result of imagination, then it is only a
matter of time until it becomes real.Colors are the reflection of composition, they
reflect form, the visible form and the divisible particle that cannot be seen, they are
the parallel of creation.
The absence of color is the absence of life, it is precisely the absence of imagination.
Without color we would not be able to shape dreams, nor the memories or the
projections of the future. Without the past there would be no present. Nothing is built
without color, nothing is born without color, there is no death without color. Color is
Light.
With the diferent tecniques, I am trying to have diferent expressions of life, through
an optimistic vision. With these expressions I appeal to history, to inspiration and to a
new place, the place of aesthetic emotions carried out by the freedom to use color in
a real, figurative or even abstract way. Taking into account only the contrast between
light and shadow. Determining the color composition of the screen is as important as
the subject I want to recreate, so I believe that in addition to sharing great references
I also share a set of new emotions.
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